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  - Reading Beauvoir’s The Coming of Age
Shinji・Hamauzu
1. Opening Words: My background for today’s talk1
・ I・have・been・engaged・with・Husserl’s・phenomenology・of・ intersubjectivity・
for・ long・ time.・ 20・ years・ ago・ I・ published・my・dissertation・ just・ titled・ “Husserl’s・




・ I・have・been・also・engaged・with・ the・problem・of・ caring・ in・a・wide・ sense・
including・stages・of・birth,・ageing,・disease・and・death.・These・ four・phenomena・ just・
mentioned・are・called・the・“four・sufferings”・by・Buddha.・However・my・interest・doesn’t・
lie・ in・ the・Buddhism,・but・ in・ the・contemporary・situation・around・these・phenomena・
which・are・totally・changed・especially・after・ the・World・War・II,・partly・because・of・ the・
so-called・medicalization.・About・ this・ theme・I’m・giving・ lectures・at・ the・university,・as・
well・as・organizing・symposia・outside・the・university・with・citizens.・
・ For・a・couple・of・years・I・have・been・trying・to・build・a・bridge・between・both・of・
my・ interests,・phenomenology・of・ intersubjectivity・and・caring・ in・ the・contemporary・









researcher・ titled・ “Freedom・and・Acknowledgement・–・Ethical・ thoughts・of・Simone・
de・Beauvoir”・ in・which・the・author・emphasized・the・influence・of・Edmund・Husserl・ in・
Beauvoir’s・early・writings.・Related・ to・ it・ I・ read・Heinämaa’s・excellent・work・Toward・
a・Phenomenology・of・Sexual・Difference・–・Husserl,・Merleau-Ponty,・Beauvoir .・When・
I・ stayed・ in・Helsinki・ for・a・week・ two・years・ago・and・had・a・chance・ to・discuss・my・
interests・mentioned・above・with・her,・ I・ found・we・have・a・common・interest・ in・many・
points・and・would・like・to・make・a・collaboration・with・her.
・ In・ this・March・she・stayed・ in・Osaka・and・gave・a・ lecture・and・a・seminar・ in・
Osaka・University.・ I・was・very・ impressed・with・her・ lecture・titled・“Ageing・and・Death:・
A・phenomenological-Philosophical・Approach”・based・on・her・paper・“Transformations・
of・Old・Age・ -・Selfhood,・Normativity,・and・Time”・on・Beauvoir’s・book・The・Coming・
of・Age .・ In・ this・summer・semester,・ from・April・ to・July,・ I・gave・a・ lecture・on・Old・Age・
in・which・I・ talked・about・ageing・ from・various・perspectives・ just・ in・a・similar・way・as・
Beauvoir・developed・in・her・book・and・by・quoting・her・book・at・some・important・points.・
Simultaneously・ in・a・seminar・of・ the・same・period・I・read・Husserl’s・ text,・Husserliana・
vol.42,・Grenzprobleme・ der・ Phänomenologie ,・ namely・Problem・ on・ Limits・ of・
Phenomenology .・Now・I・would・like・to・begin・with・Beauvoir’s・work・and・go・further・to・
Husserl’s・work.
2. The first part “Old age seen from without” of Beauvoir’s work The Coming of 
Age
・ Her・work・ is・ composed・of・ two・parts:・ the・ first・part・ “Old・age・ seen・ from・
without・ (outside)”・and・ the・second・part・ “The・being-in-the-world”,・ in・other・words・
old・age・seen・from・inside.・We・can・consider・the・first・part・as・empirical・studies・based・
on・empirical・sciences・such・as・biology,・ethnology,・history・and・sociology,・whereas・
we・ can・ consider・ the・ second・part・ as・ philosophical・ studies・with・ existential・ or・
phenomenological・ tendency,・based・on・description・ from・first・person・perspective,・









2-1. The first chapter “The old age and biology”
・ In・my・ lecture・ I’ve・updated・ some・ important・points・of・ knowledge・ from・
biology,・medicine・and・gerontology,・for・instance・that・activated・oxygen・wounds・DNA・










and・old・age・cannot・possibly・be・understood・without・ reference・ to・ them.・But・ they・
cannot・ tell・ the・whole・story.・ ...・A・man’s・ageing・and・his・decline・always・takes・place・
inside・some・given・society”(36).・ “What・ so・complicates・ the・whole・problem・ is・ the・





















the・ leisure・ to・provide・ their・grandparents・with・ the・services・ they・need”(84f.).・She・
called・it・an・“exchange・of・kindness”(ibid.),・where・we・can・find・an・origin・of・taking・care・
of・the・elderly.・
2-3. The third chapter “Old age in historical societies”
・ At・the・beginning・of・the・third・chapter・Beauvoir・wrote:・“It・is・impossible・to・
write・a・history・of・old・age”(88).・In・1987,・17・years・later・after・her・book,・a・French・
historian・Georges・Minois・published・ “Histoire・ de・ la・ vieillesse・ en・ occident:・ de・








・ In・my・ lecture・I・ introduced・some・Japanese・books・on・a・history・of・old・age・
in・Japan・written・by・some・Japanese・historians.・“In・the・twentieth・century”,・Beauvoir・
writes,・“the・urbanization・of・society・continued,・and・one・of・its・consequences・was・the・




with・ the・patriarchal・ family・was・abandoned,・ it・ remains・underground・ in・various・
customs・of・ Japanese・postwar・ society.・ In・ such・ situation・ the・caring・ for・children・




that・has・been・observed・ these・ last・ years・ in・ the・ industrial・ countries・has・ forced・
the・community・ to・ take・ the・place・of・ the・ family.・Society・has・adopted・a・policy・with・
regard・ to・old・age”(209).・Just・ in・2000,・30・years・ later・ than・Beauvoir’s・book,・Japan・
has・ introduced・a・system・of・socialization・of・caring・ in・place・of・ the・ family・after・ the・
problem・of・ageing・of・population・has・been・begun・to・be・discussed・widely.
2-4. The fourth Chapter “Old age in present-day society”
・ In・the・fourth・chapter・Beauvoir・quoted・Sauvy’s・words・“The・least・debatable・
of・all・ the・phenomena・of・our・day,・ the・surest・ in・ its・progress,・ the・easiest・ to・ foresee・














she・wrote,・ “Of・ the・capitalist・ countries,・ there・are・ three・ that・ look・upon・ is・as・an・
imperative・duty・ to・ensure・decent・conditions・ for・all・citizens;・ there・are・Denmark,・
Norway・and・Sweden”(225).・Nowadays・we・could・add・Finland・to・such・so-called・social・









who・reacts・ it”(279).・We・remember・ the・ idea・of・“interdependency”・or・“the・principle・
of・circularity”・ I・pointed・out・already.・Beauvoir・denied・ it・ to・be・a・ “dilemma”・ and・
introduced・another・ idea・about・ it・as・ follows:・“it・ is・a・dialectic・relationship・between・
my・being・as・he・(the・outsider)・defines・it・objectively・and・the・awareness・of・myself・that・
I・acquire・by・means・of・him”(284).・But・on・the・other・hand・she・called・it・“contradiction”・


























3-1. The sixth chapter “Time, activity, history”
・ The・same・inconsistency・happened・not・only・with・ the・problem・of・old・age,・
but・also・with・the・problem・of・death・in・the・sixth・chapter.・She・wrote:・“Death・belongs・
to・ that・ category・ in・which・we・have・placed・old・age・and・which・Sartre・ calls・ the・
‘unrealizables’;・ the・ for-itself・can・neither・reach・death・nor・project・ itself・ towards・ it;・
death・is・the・external・limit・of・my・possibilities・and・not・a・possibility・of・my・own”(441).・
Also・here・she・was・caught・ in・a・ trap・of・Sartrean・dualism・of・ “being-for-itself”・and・
“being-for-other”・instead・of・a・“dialectic・relationship”・between・them.・
・ It・ turns・out・also・with・ the・ title・of・ the・ second・part・ “Being-in-the-world”.・
31 臨床哲学 17号
This・ term・originated・as・you・know・from・Heidegger’s・work・Being・and・Time .・ It・was・
translated・to・“Being-in-the-world・(Être-dans-le-monde)”・by・Sartre,・whereas・Merleau-
Ponty・ translated・ it・ to・ “Being-to-the-world・ (Être-au-monde)”,・because・human・being・
in・the・world・is・totally・different・from・things・in・the・world.・The・central・idea・for・it・lies・











3-2. The seventh chapter “Old age and everyday life”
・ From・ the・beginning・Beauvoir・distinguished・between・ageing・and・death,・




attack・at・ the・ fourth・place.・And・ the・ratio・of・old・age・among・dying・people・ is・very・




cognitive・ impairment”・as・a・beginning・step・ to・dementia,・ it・ is・estimated・ to・amount・












she・reported・ the・situation・ in・ those・days:・ “It・ (senile・dementia)・has・become・more・
frequent・in・recent・years・because・the・number・of・old・people・has・increased.・...・It・has・







are・not・ the・result・of・psycho-sociological・ factors・ ...・We・even・go・ to・ far・as・ to・claim・
that・the・clinical・picture・of・senile・dementia・may・be・an・artifact,・due・in・the・majority・
of・cases・ to・shortcomings・ in・ the・ treatment・and・ in・ the・attempts・at・prevention・and・




4. Quotation from Husserl
・ Before・ending・my・reading・of・Beauvoir’s・book,・ I・would・ like・ to・comment・




















dies・ inevitably.・The・human・being・doesn’t・have・any・worldly・pre-existence.・ In・ the・
temporal-spatial・world・he・didn’t・have・anything・before・and・won’t・be・anything・later.・
But・the・transcendental・original・life,・the・ultimate・world-creating・life・and・it’s・ultimate・
I・cannot・be・generated・ from・nothing・and・go・away・ into・nothing.・ It・ is・ ‘immortal’,・
because・death・ for・ it・has・nonsense”(XXIX,・338).4・Husserl・distinguished・here・ the・
mortality・of・human・subjectivity・and・the・immortality・of・transcendental・subjectivity.
5. From Cartesian Egology to Leibnizean Monadology in Husserl’s Phenomenology 
of Intersubjectivity
・ Also・ in・ texts・of・Phenomenology・of・ Intersubjectivity ・which・ I・ translated・
into・ Japanese・we・ can・ find・ the・ same・distinction・ at・ least・ at・ the・ beginning・ of・
his・ considerations・where・he・ started・with・Cartesian・egology.・For・ instance・ in・a・
34 臨床哲学 17号
manuscript・written・in・1922・from・Husserliana・vol.14,・Husserl・wrote:・“The・I・neither・
arise,・ nor・ vanish,・ but・ experiences・ something・ always.・ The・ pure・ I・which・ the・
phenomenological・reduction・gives・us・is・‘eternal’・and・immortal・in・one・sense.・...・On・
the・contrary・it・is・only・human・being・as・a・member・of・nature・that・can・be・born・and・die・
in・ the・natural・sense”(XIV,・157).・Yet・ in・ the・context・of・Leibnitzean・monadology,・by・
proceeding・from・static・phenomenology・to・genetic・phenomenology,・ the・question・of・
genesis・in・the・concrete・status・calls・the・issues・of・beginning・and・ending,・interruption,・
transformation・and・ripeness・ into・considerations.・ In・a・manuscript・written・at・ the・
beginning・of・1930s・from・Husserliana・vol.15,・he・raised・ issues・of・“unconsciousness,・
sedimental・ ground・ of・ consciousness,・ sleep・without・ dream,・ state・ of・ birth・ of・
subjectivity,・or・being・before・birth,・death・and・being・after・death”(XV,・608),・and・asked:・
“How・far・does・such・a・reconstruction・reach・concerning・birth・and・death?”(XV,・609).・
We・can・ interpret・ this・ “reconstruction”・ as・ “constructive・phenomenology”・which・
Eugen・Fink・characterized・ in・his・VI.・Cartesian・Mediation (1988).・ In・a・manuscript・
written・ in・1930s・Husserl・wrote:・ “Death・ is・unrepresentable・ (or・ in・Sartrean・ term,・
unrealizable)・ in・ the・self-considerations・ (i.e.・egological・considerations).・ ...・Death・
gets・meaning・for・me・only・on・the・way・through・understanding・of・others”(XV,・452).・In・
the・solipsistic・static・phenomenology・birth・and・death・cannot・have・meaning・without・
being・on・ limits・of・phenomenology,・whereas・both・get・meaning・ in・ the・genetic・and・
further・constructive・phenomenology・regarding・the・experience・of・others・and・even・in・
the・transcendental・dimension.・








began・to・talk・about・“transcendental・ life”・ instead・of・ transcendental・subjectivity,・he・
35 臨床哲学 17号
brought・birth・and・death・ into・consideration・on・ the・ transcendental・dimension・and・
began・to・talk・on・co-existence・on・the・transcendental・dimension,・too.・In・the・concrete・
status・of・monad・ limited・between・birth・and・death,・ it・gets・meaning・ to・ take・ “birth,・
development・of・childhood,・ripening,・ageing・and・death”・of・“human・being・as・fellows”・
into・consideration.・ In・ this・context・Husserl・discussed・on・ “transcendental・other”・
which・ “coexistents・ transcendentally・with・my・ transcendental・ I”(XV,・372).・ In・ this・
context・he・wrote:・“I・am・through・that・I・am・for・me・and・included・in・the・constitution・
of・universe・of・transcendental・co-I・(Mit-Ich).・I・cannot・be・who・I・am・without・that・the・










of・ life-world”・and・transcendental・phenomenology・which・ is・discussed・ in・ the・ latest・
publication・The・Crisis・of・European・Sciences・and・Transcendental・Phenomenology ・
in1936・ (Husserliana・VI).・ In・my・opinion,・ the・ “interdependency”・or・ “the・principle・
of・circularity”・ at・ the・beginning・of・Beauvoir’s・book・The・Coming・of・Age ・which・ I・
emphasized・at・the・beginning・of・my・talk・is・sympathizing・with・such・a・tendency・of・the・
latest・Husserl.










to・go”(ibid.).・From・a・similar・ thinking・I’m・very・ interested・ in・Nordic・countries・with・
welfare・and・caring・system.・It・is・also・the・reason・why・I・am・interested・in・Finland.
Notes
1 This paper was read on 18. September 2015 at the seminar for philosophy of the University of 
Helsinki, Finland, organized Prof. Sara Heinämaa, to whom I am deeply grateful. She gave a lecture 
titled “Transformations of Old Age: Selfhood, Normativity, and Time” on 25 March 2015 at Toyonaka 
Campus of Osaka University, in which she discussed about Beauvoir’s book The Coming of Age  and the 
Japanese translation of which is published in this number of our journal Clinical Philosophy . I wrote 
this paper as a reply to her lecture. 
2 Simone de Beauvoir, The Coming of Age , W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1996.
3 Edmund Husserl, Cartesianische Meditationen , Felix Meiner Verlag, 1977.
4 References to any volume of Husserliana  will be noted with the volume in Roman numbers and pages 
in Arabic numbers.
